NEW ROADS AND STREET WORKS ACT 1991
SECTION 58
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL ROAD WORKS FOR ROAD PURPOSES

1 Three months advance notice is hereby given that Cumbria County Council in its capacity as highway authority intends to carry out substantial works for road purposes.

2 The section of highway in which these works will take place is A592 Dobbin Wood To Outwood Bound (USRN; 13504377)

3 Work is expected to commence on 4 June 2016 Work should take place within three months of this date.

4 The works notified will include the following:
   - Carriageway resurfacing
   - A592 Dobbin Wood To Outwood Bound (USRN; 13504377)

5 Subject to the exemptions in the New Road & Street Works Act and Regulations under it, no street works may be executed for a period of 5 years from completion of the works described in paragraph 4 without the consent of the highway authority, Cumbria Highways, which is not to be unreasonably withheld.

6 If any statutory undertaking has any planned work for this affected area and wishes to execute it before this restriction comes into effect they should, for the purpose of Section 55, give notice of their proposals within 20 working days of this notice.
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